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Bif and Boogle's cool day

One day Bif and Boogle woke up from Verb . It was a/an Adjective day where everyone was

very Adjective . Its like one of those days where your just out of the Noun and just

Verb ending in ing your Plural noun and scenery. It was safe, for now. They had seen some old

neighbors and some new ones ,too. It was nice to see them not Adjective (they stored Noun for

the Noun . All of the sudden a hairy, big, gross Noun came after them. The worst part is, they

had no idea where Susan was!

''Didn't we Verb all of them?'' Boogle said. '' We've never seen this guy before'' Bif said. ''Do you still

have the Noun , Boogle said ''What are you crazy?!''Bif said. ''Well i guess so.'' said Boogle. 'Guess we

have to Verb !' said Bif.

They ran and ran until they found a stump. 'We can Verb him on the stump.' suggested Bif. 'Worth a try!

' said Boogle. They both jumped over the stump and the mutant fell. 'Hey look, a/an Noun !' said Boogle

. 'We must Verb it into him, Adjective !' They Past tense verb it to find that the mutant was

Susan.

'Susan, how'd you become a Noun ?' Bif asked. ' I was just looking at the Noun and now i am

here! What happened?' Susan said. 'I have no idea' Bif said.



The Noun was coming.

Bif knew it.

The Same noun knew it, too.
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